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Introduction

Posterior anchorage in the mandible has always been difficult to obtain during our orthodontic treatments. We tried a large number of screw anchors and plate systems which gave us quite acceptable clinical results but had many drawbacks. The retromolar trigonal area presents a thick mucosa and complicated access. The systems are often difficult for orthodontists to use and reactivate. They are inconvenient for patients who are frequently injured, which significantly increases emergency appointments in our offices. Finally, they all require a surgical reoperation at the time of their removal because they are buried to be firmly anchored distal to the mandibular teeth. However, this area is very interesting for orthodontic anchorage because distalizing mandibular molars opens up new avenues in many treatment plans. We were inspired by a technique developed in the 1930s, by Vitali Abalakov, a Soviet mountaineer. He revolutionized mountaineering by developing an infallible anchorage in the ice, which enabled him to achieve many ascents in the Caucasus. This technique, which bears his name, was a real revolution in glacier mountaineering and is still used today. This system is quick to set up, inexpensive (requires only a simple piece of cord), very easy to remove and leaves, in the end, no trace in the ice. It is an anchor of great simplicity since it is only the connection, by a cord, of two holes in the ice that come together. It is extremely reliable thanks to the ice bridge that traps the rope (Figure 1).

We therefore logically tried to use the brilliant idea of this mountaineer to answer our problems of anchoring posterior to the mandible. We propose in this article a new orthodontic anchorage technique, which like the Abalakov in the 1930s, will certainly revolutionize dental anchorage. With this technique, posterior mandibular anchorage is now simple, reliable, inexpensive, does not require reoperation, is easily reactivated and above all, is very comfortable. In this article, we present a clinical case where molar distalization and straightening of the mandibular incisors were essential in order to obtain a quality result (Figures 2-5).

We propose in this article a new orthodontic anchorage technique, which like the Abalakov in the 1930s, will certainly revolutionize dental anchorage. With this technique, posterior mandibular anchorage is now simple, reliable, inexpensive, does not require reoperation, is easily reactivated and above all, is very comfortable. In this article, we present a clinical case where molar distalization and straightening of the mandibular incisors were essential in order to obtain a quality result (Figures 2-5).

The chosen treatment is as follows: An orthodontic-surgical protocol lasting 18 months. We offer Abalakov-type mandibular anchorages to effectively prepare for mandibular advancement by straightening the lower incisor. Our objective is to distalize the molars and find a correct mandibular axis
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of 90°. This will allow effective mandibular propulsion to correct retrogenia and obtain correct Class I occlusion with standardized dental axes. The patient is fitted by Doctor Raphaël FILIPPI with a self-ligating GC Orthodontics vestibular multi-attachment system in Roth .022 x .028. The first wires put in place are Bio Edge .020 x .020/F200 archwires from GC Orthodontics (shape memory archwires). The mandibular posterior anchorages by osteosynthesis wire are positioned by Dr. Paul CRESSEUX. The anchors will be placed on the day the attachments are placed and immediately connected to the mandibular canines with 300 gram Nickel-Titanium springs on both sides. An elastic chain is placed from 33 to 43 in order to avoid the appearance of diastemas between the anterior teeth during recoil. The recoil is done en masse without any parasitic effect because the direction of traction is in the axis of the lower wire. The chain will be changed monthly during the patient’s appointments (Figure 6).

The surgical procedure

We use simple osteosynthesis wires that were used 20 years ago, before the advent of plate osteosynthesis. They are placed opposite half of the molar coronal height, which corresponds to the bonding height of the multi-bracket appliance. These threads can be inserted under local anesthesia (intravenous sedation can complement it). Access to the ascending ramus of the mandible is equivalent to the access achieved for extractions of wisdom teeth. These are also often extracted during the operation, which improves the decline of the lower arch and therefore the incisor straightening. A perforation of the ascending branch is performed, under irrigation, using a round bur mounted on a surgical handpiece, in order to pass the osteosynthesis wire on either side, protecting the lingual nerve. An osteosynthesis wire (4/10th of a mm in diameter) is then inserted into the perforation. The two strands will be twisted and folded at the level of the orthodontic appliance during the surgical procedure so as not to disturb the patient. The traction by the orthodontist can take place quickly after the installation of the system. The post-operative follow-up is simple and most often summarized to that of the extraction of wisdom teeth when they take place at the same time (Figures 7,8).
The first results are obtained quickly. Traction does not need to be reactivated at each appointment. After 6 months of traction, the desired incisor straightening is obtained and we schedule the mandibular advancement intervention. The comparison of the teleradiographies makes it possible to objectify the mandibular incisor straightening and the mandibular molar distalization obtained. We also observe the maintenance of the incisor axes at the level of the maxillary arch. There is a very significant incisor straightening. Indeed, the mandibular incisor axis went from 112° to 90.3° in 6 months. The maxillary incisor axes were maintained, which corresponds perfectly to our initial orthodontic preparation objective (Figure 9).

**Lateral cephalograms**

Comparison between the image at the start of treatment and the control image after 6 months of traction on the wire anchorage in the ascending mandibular branch. The incisal angle changed from 112° to 90.3°. Throughout the treatment, the patient did not complain of any discomfort due to this traction system and she even described it as "comfortable". The system was removed during orthognathic surgery. The operation was performed by Dr. Paul CRESEEAUX, during the 7th month of treatment. The intervention consisted of a maxillary expansion in a single operation by a Lefort 1 segmented into two fragments. We had to obtain an expansion of the arch in the posterior sectors of 5 mm. Maxillary impaction has been associated with reducing gummy smiling and improving lip proficiency. Mandibular advancement was performed at the same time. Thanks to the good straightening of the incisor axes and therefore to an effective pre-surgical decompensation phase, mandibular advancement could be achieved and made it possible to completely correct the skeletal and dental class II. The pre-surgical decompensation phase was obtained very quickly thanks to our anchorage. The total duration of this orthodontic-surgical treatment was therefore ultimately 15 months. The skeletal, dental and functional objectives were achieved. The patient presents with bilateral mastication at the end of treatment. His joint problems have completely disappeared. She is very satisfied with the aesthetics of her face. His gummy smile has been corrected. Dental decompensation allowed effective mandibular advancement which contributed to excellent correction of retrogene (Figures 10-13) [1-23].

---

**Figure 8:** View of the traction system from the right side, left side, then in occlusal view.

**Figure 9:**

**Figure 10:** End of treatment extraoral photos.

**Figure 11:** End of treatment intraoral photos.

**Figure 12:** Orthopantomographic examination at the end of treatment.
Figure 13: Cephalometric examination at the end of treatment.

Conclusion

Mandibular wire anchorage has taken us into a new dimension of orthodontic anchorage. As often, good ideas come in different areas and the ingenuity of Vitali ABALAKOV has revolutionized our daily orthodontic practice. The distalization of mandibular teeth has become a simple orthodontic option, comfortable for the patients and also for the orthodontist. The results are predictable and the system does not constitute an additional cost for the patient. Orthodontic preparations for mandibular advancement surgeries where significant incisor straightening is necessary can be considered calmly and indications for premolar extractions are becoming rarer. Purely orthodontic corrections of dental class III with receding mandibular teeth will now be approached more simply. We decided by mutual agreement between Doctors Paul Cresseaux and Raphaël Filippi to call this bone anchorage “an ABALAKOV”. Conflicts of interest: the authors declare that they have no conflicts of interest.
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